NOW Now

artan Datil.

NOW magazioe is out now
and not before, as yesterday’s edition promised then,
because of a production
problem earlier on the day
before today. NOW now instead of NOW before is the
end result. NOW is sorry for
not being out before as promised.
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Recall Bid Reopened;
Pitsker Chief Justice

First Building in 1876

Construction Marks SJS History
By REINER KRATZ
Daily Staff Writer
SJS students are learning to live
with mud and the mess of campus
construction this year. This is not
new. Students have had to cope
with this situation since the beginning of SJS.
It all began in 1857, when a small
group of dedicated pioneer educators launched Minns’ Evening
Normal School on San Francisco’s
Powell Street.
This institution, with its teaching
facilities in the basement of a San
Francisco high school building,
became the educational core of the
California State Normal School
and is today San Jose State.
Minns’ school was held Monday
nights. Each session lasted two and
one-half hours with a recess of not
more than 15 minutes. The curriculum included reading and elocution, geography, algebra, geometry, English grammar, hygiene,
school government and calisthenics.
First enrollment was recorded
as "one gentleman and five
ladies." In addition to principal
George Washington Minns, the
teaching staff included John Swett,
Thomas Myrick and Ellis Holmes.
With their regular teaching
positions in the San Francisco city
school system, they served the
Normal School without extra pay.
Apparently no salary was paid
until the academic year 1861-62,
when Minns received $360.80 and
his assistant $225.94.
Records show Minns once ran
afoul of the college authorities in
his early student days at Harvard.
He was caught exploding gunpowder in a dormitory room, blasting out the windows.
Toward the end of 1868, state
officials viewed and rejected the
idea of incorporating the Normal
School into the California university system. Instead, the trustees
favored a relocation of the school
due to the "rough" San Francisco
environment. It was considered
-unsuited to the preparation of
impressionable young ladies and
gentlemen for the profession of
teaching."
Continued on page 6.
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By TERRY FARRELL
Daily Political Writer
A.S. Judiciary enjoined the Election
Board to accept additional recall petition signatures on Jan. 11-13, and
elected a new Chief Justice :Bo
Pitsker during a busy session yesterday.
Judiciary’s decision was based on the
justices’ belief that it was unfair for the
Election Board to change the rules for
recall procedure while a recall petition
was in progress. This contention was
directed at the Election Board decision
that additional signatures could not be
added in the event that the petition fell
short.
According to the Judicial decision,
which passed by a 7-1-0 margin: "It is
maximally fair for recall procedures
not to be changed mid-stream. Therefore Judiciary declares the Election
Board decision null and void. Furthermore the Election Board is enjoined to
accept additional signatures for a
period of 48 hours from 9 a.m. Jan. 1113.
In a surprise move Chief Justice Bob
Dollar resigned from the post due to
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BOB DOLLAR
Resigns post
"too many commitments and not
enough time." He will remain on the
court as a justice.
Pitsker was elected to the post at

Dollar’s recommendation by a 7-0-1
vote of his peers.
In recommending Pitsker for the
position Dollar pointed to Pitsker’s noninvolvement with campus political
groups and said, "Be will make a good
Chief Justice. He reasons well and
handles cases fairly. Also, he is a new
student and has no campus political
affiliations."
Dollar had acted as Chief Justice
since Nov. 19 when he defeated Roger
Olsen in a close election. He expressed
satisfaction over his short term in office
while adding, "I had specific ideas on
how things should be run when I began
the job. Many of those ideas just
weren’t workable, but a few of them
proved useful."
Dollar pointed to limiting debate time
for witnesses as the most productive of
his new innovations. He stated,
"Setting time limits for debates gave
more people time to introduce opinions
and this is one of Judiciary’s primary
responsibilities."
Pitsker is a junior philosophy major,
who transferred from Ohlone Junior
College this semester.

Two Month Strike

Renters Claim Victory

CAMPUS IN THE MAKINGSJS’ first college building itop(, facing
Fourth and San Antonio streets. The wooden structure was destroyed by fire on Feb. 10, 1880. Future plans for a $5.8 million social
science building (bottom) have been proposed. Completion date has
not been determined.

Brother John Defends Burning
Of Files As ’Offering Of Hope’
By JUDY MATUSICH
Daily Staff Writer
He walks briskly toward you simultaneously flashing a
big smile and the peace sign.
You want to reach out and take his slim young hand but
you cannot, for John William Simpson, 21, is in the San
Francisco County Jail charged with the destruction of
federal property.
On Dec. 24, the Episcopal brother of the religious Community of Agape napalmed the draft files of the San Jose
Selective Service in the Community Bank Building, Ill W.
St. John St., in non-violent protest against the Vietnam
War.
"Some men would call it a violent act. I do not believe
this. I have destroyed something which has no right to
exist. I have stated that napalming files which are eventually replaced is an indictment against the napalming of
lives which can never be replaced," explained William.
After more than six months of serious thought, Simpson
decided to destroy the files on Christmas Eve "because it

is a special time to offer gifts, to offer hope.
"We live in serious times," said Simpson. "Things
aren’t going to change when people refuse to become
involved. There is only one way to give hope, we must
escalate non-violence and peace on the same level that
they are escalating violence and war. There are a thousand different ways. I hope people will join me."
The devoutly religious Brother John seemed unconcerned about being in jail.
"I’m where I have to be. I’d do it again. I only wish I had
time to destroy more files," he said.
His only complaint in jail is "They don’t have many
books here. I did manage to get hold of a prayer book.
"The harassment isn’t as bad here as in Santa Clara
(County Jail). It’s too crowded, and I guess they have
other things to keep them busy," he commented.
We had been talking to each other through a glass partition. Suddenly, a loud ringing over the phones signaled the
end of visiting hours.
"Peace," he said and was gone.

By RAY TESSLER
Daily Political Writer
Victory has been claimed by a
spokesman for a contingent of striking
tenants which has engaged in a twomonth campaign for improvements and
rent reform.
"For all intents and purposes we won
the rent strike because he the landlord cleaned up the units," summarized Joe Lanspa, an organizer of the
strike. "We forced him to make a
substantial amount of improvements,
plus he has lowered the rent."
Sal A. Ruiz. owner of the 26-unit
apartment complex at 429 S. Ninth St.,
acknowledged Lanspa’s evaluation.
-He’s telling it as it is," Ruiz said
yesterday. -Twenty-two out of 26 units
were improved."
Although the occupants of several
units still face court proceedings, the
majority of tenants have been pacified
by the installation of new carpeting, the
lowering of rents, and the promise that
leases will go into effect.
DISCRIMINATION
Discontent, however, is still evident
as a movement has been started to
protest the fine levied against Craig
Shubert, a tenant and chairman of the
San Jose I.iberation Front Tenant
Union.
Shubert was assessed three times his
monthly rent by the court.
While Lanspa feels "he was discriminated against," Ruiz theorized
that Shubert was singled out for punsihinent because "He’s been in two or
three of these rent strike deals before."
Although action is planned to aid
Shubert, Ruiz revealed that the SJI.F
member has agreed to move out.
Meanwhile, Lanspa is seeking outside
persons who will volunteer to share
their apartments with strikers still
facing possible court ordered eviction.
The strike began in late October when
some tenants compiled a list of grie-

University: Research vs. Society

vances ranging from complaints
regarding poor facilities and conditions
to a variation in rents. Tenants discovered, according to Lanspa, that
ands containing an identical number of
occupants were paying unequal rents.
TOWED AWAY
An added source of anger were
claims that tenants’ cars were often
towed away.

In reaction to the rent discrepancy,
strikers decided on a refusal to pay full
rent. They determined to pay what a
monthly rate of $140, a sum they considered fair.
The refusal to pay full rent resulted in
writs of unlawful detainer being served
by Ruiz. Many tenants went off strike in
the face of court action and the promise
of improvements. Others still face
hearings.

Police Intercede In Rent
Dispute; Students Evicted
By SUE RAPP
Daily Staff Writer
Five SJS students who attempted,
unsuccessfully, to organize a rent strike
at their apartment were given eviction
notices yesterday, only hours after
police interceded in a dispute between
the tenants and their landlord.
Occupants of the apartment called
police when the landlord, Robert L.
Durham of Saratoga, began to remove
windows and doors from the apartment
Wednesday night.
According to a police report, Durham
said he was removing the doors and
windows because they were in need of
repair. Such repairs, he said, had been
requested by the occupants.
SJS students Dana Milner, Dov
Nodel. Robert Swanson, Janice Vandevere and Nancy Walker yesterday
were served with notices to vacate their
apartments within three days. The
students indicated they will comply
with the order because the apartment
"is not worth fighting over."
The conflict was apparently provoked
by the refusal of the five to pay all of
their rent this month.
According to Swanson, they notified
the apartment house managers that the
tenants would pay half of the rent 1685
immediately and the other half after

certain repairs were made.
The students tried to organize a rent
strike several weeks ago, but,
according to Swanson, could not get all
of the apartment dwellers to support
it. They refrained from striking on their
own, and petitioned the landlord for
repairs.
Durham was notified Tuesday night
of the tenants’ intention to withhold
rent, according to Swanson.
Nadel called Durham to explain the
position the renters were taking. Nadel
told the landlord that the rent would be
paid in full when broken things in the
apartment were repaired. Swanson
said.
The apartments, at 665 S. Eighth St.,
rent for $170 a month. ’l’he units are twobedroom, furnished apartments. Nadel
complained that his apartment does not
contain a couch and that all units are
equipped with two lamps for the three
rooms.
Durham told investigating officers
that both Swanson and Nadel were
behind in their rent and that he had
advised them to move on several occasions. However, he said he had never
tried to formally evict the tenants.
Swanson denied that he was told to
find another place to live. He claimed
that Wednesday night was the first time
he had met his landlord.

Koestenbaum Eyes ’Patriotism’
By LYNN PARENT
Daily Staff Writer
One of two Outstanding Professor
awards for 1970 in the California state
college systeni was presented to Dr.
Peter Koestenbaum Wednesday. Dr.
Hobert Burns, academic vice president, presented the plaque at a reception in Dr. Koestenbaum’s honor.
Dr. Koestenbaum spoke on "A New
Patriotism: The University as Passionate Reason."
Dr. Koestenbaum discussed two contradictory definitions of the university -esearch versus social action -and then
:old of a third type of university.
This third type of university is "the
universal institute of man, for man, and
)), man," said Dr. Koestenbaum. "It is
he universal locus for the creation of
avilization."

In the third University "students,
faculty, and society, exist for the sake
of knowledge and of truth about man
and his world," declared Dr. Koestenbaum.
’MINDS’
He added "The passion of our bodies
is directed to the reason of our minds."
According to Dr. Koestenbaum, the
third university asks whether history is
moving toward the manipulation of
man or toward true humanization.
"We are in great danger of becoming
the slaves of machines," he declared.
"The foremost philosophical danger in
our culture is man defining himself as a
machine."
Dr. Koestenbaum asked two important questions, "How many of you have
today carried out the commands of machines? How many of yomhave instead
commanded a machine?"

He believes that history in deciding at this very moment
whether the
universal concept of man is to go in the
direction of the machine or in the direction of man.
"Never before in the history of
mankind have the stakes and the opportunities been higher than they are
today," he declared.
"The central theme of the third
university is the identification of the
individual with the biosystem," he said.
"The new concept of the individual in
the universe is not only the isolated
human ego, it is the isolated vast titan world continum.’
NEW MAN
He went on to say. -Man in the third
university seeks truth and knowledge
as his highest ideals, rather than happiness and pleasure as values, lie seeks
meaning and responsibility in life

rather than success and property."
Dr. Koestenbawn believes the new
man emphasizes inward subjectivity
rather than a scientific objectivity as
the center and source of a truthful
world perspective.
-11w third university knows that man
is both an individual and a being -in -thebiosphere." he said. -Suffering and evil
are facts of existence that disclose the
deepest destiny of :non. They are not
mere feeling that can be overcome, nor
are they emotions and situations that
are ten iporary.
"Evil is here to stay."
Dr. Koestenbanin says we are
entitled to joy. and hope for mankind’s
future because of our agonies. "It does
not matter on which side you struggle,
our goals are the same.
"And menkind’s eternal rebellion
against death will eletiolly succeed."

FALLING CEMENTIt’s a cruel way to make someone move his car but a ticket
is the only way, it seems. Behind Duncan Hall on San Sal% ado:. the nernent trio ks
are coming soon. Owners of cars parked in the red lone are i;oing to itrol the
cement tray cling from a double-parked cement truck os er their cars and mn to its
destination. And lithe cement spills, no more Volkswagen.
-Daily photo by Bruce Rivenhart
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Spariam Daib
"Freedom of the press is
not an end itself, but a
means to a free society."

Justice Felix Frankfurter

GAMBIT

CRAIG TURNER
editor
DAVID BARNWELL
advertising manager

By Jeanne Strang

editorial board

Ever hear about Mrs. Fumio Yoshimura? She is the wife of Fumio Yoshi.
mura, a widely -known sculptor. Still
don’t recognize the woman’s name?
How about identifying her by her real
name without the nonsensical title of
Mrs. attached Kate Millet.
Now, if I also refer to Kate Millet as a
radical feminist the label helps the
reader make a connection between the
name and the woman’s social philosophy.
Adding that Kate Millet is the author
of -Sexual Politics,- a book based on her
doctorate thesis documenting traditional
sexism in our patriarchal society, lets
the reader know what this human being
has accomplished.
Now, if I had said Mrs. Yoshimura
wrote "Sexual Politics- there would be a
storm of protest from both women
and men informing me I was incompetent because "everyone knows Kate
Millet wrote that book!"
And they would be completely correct.
An individual human being known as
Kate Millet did write a very scholarly
book of social protest. Her husband may
be a famous sculptor, but he did not
write the book.
Putting a tag like Mrs. Fumio Yoshimura on this talented woman just
because she happens to be the wife is as
ridiculous as attaching Misters Kate
Millet to the husband’s name when
referring to the man and his work.
Yet newspapers, basing policy on
tradition rather than reason and social
justice, continue to put the arbitrary title
of Mrs. or Miss preceding the female
name.
In some instances the first and last
name is used on first reference and then
Miss or Mrs. before the name on all
succeeding mentions. The Spartan Daily
does not use Miss or Mrs. in the cutlines
or on first reference, but our style book
(The Associated Press) calls for Miss or
Mrs. on all following references.
A few intelligent attempts have been
made in some stories and on some
newspapers to drop the labels Miss or
Mrs. altogether. Rather, in these
instances, the reporter refers to women
and men by their first and last name on
first reference and only the lost name
thereafter.
The only time titles should be used is
when the individual man or woman has
worked for and attained a legitimate
title through his or her own accomplishments. To label women as married when
it is not pertinent to the story is to
perpetuate the patriarchal biases
inherent in our society.
In news stories, in particular, it is
cumbersome and of no interest, except
to those who are only interested if the
woman is married or not. Of course no
newspaper I know of announces that a
man is married by using an arbitrary
title like "Misters."
To call a woman Mrs. when she is
divorced is not only incorrect but archaic
in this century of social revolution.
Referring to a woman as Mrs. when
she is a widow is ludicrous. To do so is
making a Judeo-Christian moral judgment and is discriminately making an
editorial judgment because of the
person’s sex.
A new semester is beginning for the
Spartan Daily. I would hope that a new
and enlightened policy be established
and that the Daily drop the titles of Miss
and Mrs.
This society is now in the crux of
revolutionary social change. It is time for
newspapers, especially the Spartan
Daily, to accept their social responsibility. It is time for the Spartan Daily to
mature with the society and stop discriminatory practices.
This story was written not by Mrs.
Wayne Hoyt or Jeanne Hoyt, but by
Jeanne Strang, the name I was born
with.
Women are people too!

CRAIG TURNER
FRANK FERTADO
GARY PIERCE
KEN COSTA
JOSEPH WU
EARL REASON
SANDY ROOKAIRD
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Voting Cop-Outs’
In an abrupt but cautiow, move, nearly a dozen proposals were introduced
the second day of the 1971 legislature which would amend the state consti-

.; ion and provide voting and other legal rights for Californians between 18
1 cars of age Many of these bills appear to be "cop-outs" which would
tit.. voting age question an attractive package at the polls.
;Listead of lowering the age of majority to 18, several of the proposals would
.e the 18-year-old the right to vote and die (on Vietnam battle grounds) but
aid fail to grant him any other responsibilities or freedoms. Another
iposal would grant the 18-year-old all majority rights with the single except
of buying alcoholic beverages.
Ile proposals were spurred by a recent Supreme Court ruling which gives
.r -olds the vote in federal elections. California, however, has held a tight
.ind thus far has refused to grant the voting right to anyone under 21 years
er. the new Supreme Court ruling has added difficulty. Voting regisand elections will become much more costly if the state persists on
, :lining its out-of-date voting law. Two separate ballots would be needed in
nting yearsone for federal elections, in which anyone over 18 is
’Med to vote, and another for state elections, which would be handed to
rs 21 years of age or older.
(
. Reagan, who knows the 18-year-old vote would probably cost him thoubands of votes, has expressed mixed feeling on the lower voting age question.
Therefore, in all probability the question will be directed to the public at the
polls.
: Thus, legislators are making unfortunate concessions by eliminating other
Majority rights and proposing only the lower voting age.
San Jose Democratic Assemblyman John Vasconcellos has introduced three
measures. One amendment simply reduces the voting age to 18; one reduces
the age of majority to 18, thus giving all the rights and duties of adults to 18y oar -olds: and one drops the age of majority to all persons 18 and over, with
0,c single exception of buying alcholic beverages.
Vasconcellos has expressed the desire to fully emancipate the 18-year-old.
said he added the no-alcohol clause because he fears voters will turn down
the majority issue at the polls.
[’he 18-year-old deserves the vote. He also deserves all other majority
r: ghts. Why should he vote and die but not be responsible for paying bills,
rwiking his own marriage decisions and drinking alcohol?
’Inc proposal is not far-fetched. Many states already allow younger majority
aL:es Although California law forbids it, many 18-year-olds already drink.
The possibility exists that if an encompasing majority question were put to
v. ,tcrs it would be turned down. Still, legislators should not "cop-out" on the 18yciir-old. Make it all or nothing.

i st Not Inactive
The just-adjourned 91st Congress has come in for much criticism as a "do-

body. Most of that criticism has stemmed from the White House
President Nixon failed to push through some of his pet projects.
, though the Congress did not act on several key issues, it was far from
noctive. It did, in fact, pass some important legislation.
’lie 1)1st bypassed the President’s most important proposal since he entered
c the welfare reform bill, nor did it pass his revenue sharing. It dragged
ts cel on some other bills, but not all of this was bad.
example, the Congress, primarily the Senate, is for the first time since
Wnrld War II taking a hard look at military appropriations. The ABM had
sailing, and the B-1 bomber may be in trouble. The Senate passed the
voper-Church amendment which prohibits further use of American troops in
(lziinbodia and fulfills the upper house’s responsibility in establishing foreign
tblicy.
’President Nixon may still be angry over the Senate’s rejection of Judges
taynsworth and Carswell as Supreme Court justices, but we can find little
\\70ng in saving the Supreme Court from racism and mediocrity.
:The Congress lowered the voting age to 18, passed a sweeping postal reform
at Mr. Nixon’s request), improved unemployment insurance, passed the
I ir-:t population control bill in U.S. history, and made the first small steps
; I ri giving the government some teeth to protect the rapidly deteriorating
\ tronment.
Al ter initially killing all funds for the Supersonic Transport, the Senate
\
a compromise subsidy, but will review the program again this year.
lel oily. the 92nd Congress will kill the SST for good.
;Perhaps most important of all, in the long run, the Senate, partly at the
uiliing of Sen. Alan Cranston, D-Calif., agreed to a tentative, small-scale
ri!lorm. This could lead to a much-needed overhaul of Congressional
procedures.
Despite its shortcomings, the 91st Congress was not a "do-nothing" affair. In
let, it was a convincing show for having the Congress controlled by a differIll party than the one that controls the presidency. The rivalry tends to
motivate both sides to proposed legislation and counter-legislation. This may
not be the fastest way to govern, but it may not be the worst either.
ii

Coyote Clean-Up
.it’s been done before, and it’s happening again. The San Jose City College
Kfiology Action Group has scheduled another clean up Coyote Creek day this
Saturday.
’Hand tools and three dump trucks are being provided by city and county
agencies.
these cannot be put to use unless one other element is addedman4411
,

power.

part of the ecological movement! Now is a good time to put your body to
use on a wot hwhile project in the fresh outdoors before you are forced indoors
to -muddle out Iina Is.
Over Pi t.iilunteers showed up for the first clean-up, and a large crowd is
needed again to tackle the remaining garbage.
The all -day clean-up will start at 8:30 a.m. and people volunteering the use
r.pick -up trucks are needed along with the muscle-power.

Thrust and Parry

Blaine; Cramming;RentStrikes
’Editorial Gods’
Ed. Note The following letter refers to
on editorial entitled -Blaine Bows Out.
Editor:
On Wednesday. Jon. 6, I learned that
the members of your editorial staff have
missed their calling; they should be God.
By reading a brief they became
constitutional law authorities. We do not
need attorneys or the courts --just your
editorial staff.
- They have cons’stently defended
radicals and have attempted to discredit
any one with a divergent vi.w.
In the event that I should seek
public office city, county, state or
national I do hereby publicly state that
twill donate my entire net worth equally
among the radical elements on the SJS
campus.
- Regarding the county grand jury
investigation, would your editorial staff
be willing to put your money where your
mouth is?
Isn t it just possible that someone
could love this country and fear for the
republic?
Edward A. Blaine

No Learning
Editor and Students:
Stop for a moment and look at
yourself. Rushing here and there.
Craming for this final or that. Starting on
the paper that was due last week.
Attending your classes again after skipping them for so long just to find out
what $ on the final. And what good does
it do you? With luck you won’t get an
ulcer. What s worse, you aren’t getting
an education either. Temporary knowledge maybe. An education? Doubtful.
All for the almighty grade. A letter
that says whether you were -good" or
’bad- this semester. But it hardly tells
what you learned. It might indicate how
well you can regurgitate facts or write
what the prof wants to hear. But what do
you really learn? Little if anything, only
a few facts soon forgotten.
But there are a few good things going
around. Like profs that encourage you to
do individual projects instead of the
everyday reading and testing routine.
And then there’s the S.C.I.P. classes.
What a great feeling to sit and listen
simply to gain an understanding instead
of worrying about writing down every
word that comes out of the prof’s mouth.
Yes thats what education is supposed to
be all about.
There’s something else to worry about
too. Some of the good teachers - the
ones that inspire you to do work on your
own; the ones that talk to you and
discuss things with you instead of lecturing to the back wallsome of them have
been getting their walking papers lately.
Yes, it s been kept pretty quiet hasn’t it.
Don t want another Fresno here, do we?
No. college just machine -prints B.A. s.
It doesn t produce thinkers. It doesn t
encourage thought. Why what would
happen? The students might even get
educated. And wouldn’t that be a
shame?
Stephanie Dean
D112

Try Moving
Editor,
Rent strikes ore not only curious but
absurd in a city the size of San Jose. If
rent strikers don t like the decor, cost or
neighborhood of their residence near
the college, then why can t they move
elsewhere? I m sure they could find a
better deal for their money a mile or two

from campus in any one of four directions. If they can’t afford transportation
to school, they can always use a thumb,
a bicycle. or- my God!-- their feet. I
myself often walk from San Jose City
College to SJS and I haven’t suffered a
cerebral hemorrhage or anything from it
yet. No magic force binds a student to a
75 -year-old flophouse’. near SJS.
As for Mr. Tessler .s (Daily staff writer
Ray Tessler) concept of apartment house
improvements being ’tax deductible"
(Jan. 5, 1971, Staff Comment), I suggest
he take a course on income tax law.
Improvements are nothing more than an
operating expense and operating
expenses reduce profit. Building
improvements receive no special income
tax break other than being depreciable.
Landlords are not responsible for providing tenants top -rote facilities.
Tenants are responsible for locating the
best residence. If they don’t like an
apartment, they should never move in in
the first place. If a tenant feels his apartment or room is unsafe, why doesn’t he
call the city health, fire, or building
inspectors out to inspect it? Or is
striking just so much more fun?
Furthermore, I find Mr. Tessler’s
generalization about apartment house
owners not having to live in their own
flophouses.’ nothing more than an
emotional attack on the concept of the
rich landlord. My parents own a great
deal of rental property in Santa Clara
County but reside in on 85-year-old Victorian house that is neither pretty nor
expensive and would likely be a "flophouse" to Mr. Tessler
Don Reeves
C40353

Staff Comment

Still Smoking
By GEOFF EASTMAN
Today marks the end of the first week
of the new year...and along with it
several broken New Year’s resolutions,
98 per cent of them made while "under
the influence" on New Year’s Eve.
Quitting smoking seems to be the
resolution that is broken the
earliest...normally New Year’s morning
while watching a bowl game and carefully nursing the -night before"
hangover with Bloody Mary’s and coffee.
Since the tobacco industry was
banned from broadcasting cigarette
commercials on radio and TV, efforts
have been made by tobacco magnates to
break the Federal Communications
Commission’s New Year’s resolution...almost as quickly as personal
resolutions are broken.
Chairman Warren Magnuson (0 Wash.) of the Senate Commerce Committee this week ’brought to light" an
apparent scheme by the American
Tobacco Co. to market pipe tobaccos in
packages virtually identical to those of
cigarettes.
A very clever idea to soy the least, but
to what ends would this aid the tobacco
companies?
Since cigar and pipe tobacco
advertisements have not been banned
by the FCC, the public will still see and
hear enough nicotine’. commercials to
maintain their awareness of the tobacco
market.
Those of us without the will power to
quit smoking, and those others who
have already broken their New Year’s
resolutions to quit, will keep the
cigarette market booming for years to
come...with or without advertising.
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Woodstock Atmosphere

News Review

Wild New Year’s Eve

Arsonist Strikes
Compiled From Associated Press
LOS ANGF.I.ES-A Camp Fire Girls headquarters built
with proceeds from door-to-door sales, was burned by arsonists in suburban Pomona and leaders of the girls’ group
Thursday blamed the loss on racial tension at two nearby
schools.
The Wednesday night blaze, which fire department
officials said was started "with some type of flammable
liquid," caused an estimated $50,000 damage. It destroyed
many records of the Camp Fire Girls’ Mt. San Antonio Council headquarters, which serves 11,500 persons in the Los
Angeles area, a spokesman for the group said.
The one-story, frame headquarters was built across the
street from Pomona High School about two years ago. An
elementary school is several hundred yards away.
The fire followed by one night of fire bombing of a car on
the Camp Fire Girls’ building parking lot.
"I don’t know who gets any satisfaction out of this sort of
thing." said Mrs. Gordon SiIvey, a recently retired leader in
the organization. "It’s terrible...a complete loss."
Several Camp Fire Girls officials blamed the fire on the
racial friction in the schools.
That area is a regular hotbed," said one leader who asked
not to be identified. "It i the fire is because of the location of
the building."
.A police department spokesman also blamed the fire on
racial tension.
"We’re pretty sure it was done to focus attention on the
high school’s race problem," the spokesman said.
Supt. Winston Nelson ordered all three Pomona high
schools closed at noon Thursday but said the fire did not
influence his decision.
"I have no knowledge that would link that fire to NS
situation," Nelson said of the schools’ racial strife.
But, he added, the fire "indicated to
the tension that
does exist in the community."
The schools’ closure was to remain in effect until Monday
morning and Nelson said meetings with parents would
continue.
The last major school disturbance was on Dec. 18, the day
before Christmas vacation. Authorities said about 100 students, half of them black and the white, challenged each
other after a series of smaller racial clashes.
Investigators said several weapons, which they would not
identify, were taken from students at the disturbance.
Authorities say they don’t know what’s behind the trouble,
other than involving white and black students.
Patrick Bushman, high school principal, has been conducting private meetings with the parents in an attempt to iron
out differences among the students.
No arrests had been made.

Soviets Protest
MOSCOW -Ten prominent figures in Soviet arts and
sciences appealed to President Nixon yesterday to save the
life of Angela Davis and charged the revolutionary "is being
tried for the color of her skin and her political beliefs."
An open letter to Nixon was published in the government
newspaper Izvestia. It was the latest in a series of petitions
and appeals on behalf of Miss Davis that have reached a
crescendo in the past few days.
Among the signers of this latest letter were such
luminaries as composers Dmitri D. Shostakovich and Aram
I. Khachaturian, Igor A. Moiseyev, director of the Moiseyev
Ballet and folk dance ensemble, and Kiri11 P. Kondrashin,
conductor of the Moscow State Symphony.

Methadone Authorized
SACRAMENTO-A Sacramento physician said Thursday
he has received permission to treat a group of Stockton area
drug users with methadone, a heroin substitute.
"I suspect that we may start treating these people as early
as tomorrow," said Dr. James Barter, director of the drug
program at the Sacramento Medical Center.
Thirteen of the Stockton area heroin patients had traveled
100 miles round trip to the Capitol this week to plead for
restoration of the methadone program at Stockton State
Hospital.
Methadone, an addictive drug, satisfies the addict’s
physical need for heroin’s intoxicating effect and allows the
user to lead a normal life.
The heroin patients told newsmen during their Capitol visit
some of them would probably return to heroin use unless
methadone was made available to them.
Barter said he received permission to supply methadone
from the California Research Advisory Panel, headquartered in San Francisco.
The Stockton heroin patients would commute the 50 miles
to Sacramento to receive their daily methadone doses.
Barter said he made the offer after receiving communications from Assemblyman Leroy Greene, D-Sacramento,
and I,t. Gov. Ed Reinecke.
-Apparently he Reineckel had been quite concerned
about this situation," Barter said.
Stockton State Hospital began its methadone treatment
proposal before receiving official approval from the advisory
paneL The panel then reviewed the project and rejected it.

ExC Seeking
Spring Faculty
Experimental College is
seeking class organizers for
spring semester, according
to Rich Ross, co-director of
ExC.
Applications may be
picked up at the ExC office
College Union, I.aguna Seca
Room. Information should
include the name of the
course and course organizer.
The time and day the class is
to be held should also be entered.
Ross said "Imagination
and creativity are an organizer’s only limitations.
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Eat, Drink, and
\. be Merry
iDeliu ions Food.
Excellent Wine.
Free Entertainment
Thurs. - Sun.
WINE CELLAR
!,0 UNIVERSITY AVE
010 TOWN
LOS GATOS

354-480R

All students are equal as
’faculty’ all faculty are
equal as ’students’." An organizer must also be willing
to accept the responsibility
of maintaining the class.
There are very few restrictions for teaching
classes. All class activities
should be legal. If fees are
required, they must go toward instructional or class
materials and services.

PLANNING
ON
MARRIAGE

IN CONCERT-Michael Lorimer, classical guitarist and
protege of Andre Segovia, will appear in concert Monday, at
8 p.m., in the Loma Prieta Room of the College Union.
Admission is free to students and $2 for the general public.

Performance Features
Classical Guitarist
Classical guitarist Michael
Lorimer will. appear in concert Monday, at 8 p.m. in the
College Union ballroom. The
concert, sponsored by the
AS., is free to students. Admission is $2 to the general
public.
Lorimer, a protege of
classical guitarist Andre
Segovia, is regarded as one
of the top classical guitarists
of the younger generation.
He is in his twenties.
Segovia has remarked, "I
am certain that in a few
years his name will be respected and esteemed in the
United States and abroad."
Lorimer has been a student of the guitar since he
was 10 and made his formal
debut at 14. He studied in
Spain with Segovia.

On his return from
Europe, Lorimer began
teaching at the San Francisco Conservatory of Music.
He has been an instructor of
guitar for the past three
years.
In the SJS concert. Lorimer will preform music
by John Dowland, Johan Sebastian Bach, Heitor Villa Lobos, Francisco Tarrega,
Fernando Sor and Isaac
Albeniz.
Dowland’s music is designed for the lute which is
similar to the guitar and was
the most popular instrument
of the 17th century. Tarrega
is acknowledged as being the
father of modern guitar. Sor
is a famous Spanish guitarist
and composer of the 18th
century.

Vasectomy Praised
At ZPG Meeting
Dr. Hewlett Lee told Zero
Population Growth members
and friends Wednesday night
that a vasectomy does not
hamper sexual experience,
that it doesn’t give a feeling
of lost manhood and any increased promiscuity is unlikely in a solid marriage.
The operation, usually an
office procedure, leaves the
male incapable of impregnating a female. As concern
for mushrooming population
problems become more
widespread, more malessingle and married bothare interested in vasectomies, Dr. Lee stated.
Dr. Lee said that though
attitudes of doctors vary, the
Palo Alto clinic where he
works is doing about 20
vasectomies a week. He
alone saves two hours per
week for the procedure.
He agreed that Palo Alto
may not be typical of demand for the operation, but
said "California doctors are
usually very loose" once a
patient decides a vasectomy
is what he wants.
Until a year ago, he said.
the operation was considered
"mayhem" except in the
case of serious hereditary
diseases. Dr. Lee said that
last June or July the matter
became a decision between
"the man, the wife, and the
doctor. We have not matured

By s’I’EVE PAPINCHAK
Special to the Daily
Take the Woodstock spirit,
divide the participants in
half, increase the booze, decrease the grass, reduce the
duration, add some tradition, and the result is New
York’s Times Square on New
Year’s Eve.
One hour before 1971, with
Guy Lombardo rather than
Richie Havens setting the
happy
tempo,
150,000
revelers trickled into the
show area, Broadway between 41st Street and the
upper 50s.
But most of the celebrants
first visited the mid-Manhattan bars. With prices
doubled in the dingy, packed
taverns,
bar
owners
noticeably lacked the New
Year’s spirit.
In one bar, a sailor proudly
told how he was pick.
pocketed.
A
stranger
wrapped an arm around him
and said, "Sailor, let me buy
you a New Years’ drink."
Later he discovered his
wallet was missing.
lines
store
Liquor
stretched onto the streets. A
unthe
bottle of booze is
official admission price for
this yearly party.
BOTTLES WAVED
By 11:30 p.m., half -empty
bottles were gaily waved
as the endless masses exited subways and trekked
towards the center of the
square. Police, walking
in groups of two, politely
refused New Year’s drinks.
Thirty minutes before
midnight: Streets in the
square begin to crowd.
Expensive windows are
heavily boarded to lessen
damage during the midnight
shove.
A middle-aged, well dressed couple, obviously
roughing it, half -smiled
when well-wishers squeezed
over and wished "Happy

Sure, four years at SJS has been rewarding. But one meal at Howard’s is an experience.

HOWARD’S
CRYSTAL CREAMERY
7th & Santa Clara
Tues-Sun
7:00 a.m. - 10:30 p.m.

stains were left.
Unlike Woodstock, this
happening won’t be recorded
on film, but if you’re ever in
Call
New York on New Years
Ted 32 1 5574 Eves.
Eve...
******-antrirarstitstrirer*************1
ji

Three hundred and sixtyfive days and each of them
filled with history, at the cost
of $1 conies out to about
three-tenths of a cent a day.
The Art and Culture Committee of the San Jose
Liberation Front, to educate
people and raise necessary
operating funds for SJI.F, is
selling
"revolutionary"
calendars.
-Revolutionary" in the
sense that significant dates
in the history of revolutionary struggles are
marked on the calendars. In
addition, photo and art overlays from such events as the
Ky demonstration in San
Francisco and the Nixon
demonstration in San Jose
are included on each page.
Craig Schubert of the
Front said that approxi-

TGIF PARTY
FRIDAY -JANUARY 8th
9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
CABANA HOTEL
4290 El Camino Real
Palo Alto

Admission:
Guys $2.00
Girls $1.00 With This Ad
C
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3660 STEVENS CREEK

Save 25c On A Small Pizza
Save 50c On A Medium Pizza
AND 75c On A Large Pizza

BEHIND KIDDIE WORLD TOY STORE
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Chinese Proposed

LONDON
LONDON

NEVER ON
FRIDAY PARTY

7.4

For Singles 21-35 Dress: Coat & Tie

mately 300 of the 500 12x18
calendars produced by the
committee have been sold
The calendars may be purchased at the Kaleidescope
Bookstore and the Underground Record Shop for $1.50
or $2 or may be obtained for
$1 from an SJLE vendor on
the College Union patio.

A course in conversational
to that point for abortion."
Cantonese Chinese has beer:
"Years ago, they used to
proposed at SJS for summer
people
with
sterilize
1971 or fall 1971.
schizophrenia, on entrance
Student sign-ups, either
into an insane asylum, but
tentative or definite, are
that practice has been
currently being taken in the
abandoned. I personally
Asian American Studies
think the mentally incomoffice,
B-9 to assess possible
petent should have a vasecenrollment for such a course.
tomy," he said.
Four to five units would be
He told the audience of
offered for this course.
about 50 that he had seen a
pre -1900 medical book. IMOUS MOMS IMMEMINISSIMIlk
recommending vasectomy
as a cure for impotence. The
procedure has been done for
SPRING & SUMMER
at least a while.
Dr. Lee made no promises
for increased potency, but
did offer the claim that the
chance of gonorrheal infection in the testes is
"virtually liminated" with a
. MANY FLIGHTS TO CHOOSE FROM
vasectomy.
These llights ere open 10 students, faculty. stall
Cost of the operation may
employees and their onunediete ’emir
111
POP SCIISIPtI.ES. C.41 I. OR WRITS
be as high as $200 in some
places, but Dr. Lee said his
clinic presently charges
between $20-$120, depending
MAIL T2CsAY VOA FACE FLIaNT INFCIEJIATV/N
on the patient’s ability to
CHARTER FLIGHTS
pay. Ile said insurance com111
panies have been rather in 995 Market St., San Fra,wisco, Cali’. 94103
Plas.
urn. infotrnatIon On
derelict in covering this sort
III Nome
Phone No
111
of thing.
AddsMs:
Atli. NO.
"We do not recommend
CII,, 11.1st ZIp COWl
vasectomies as temporary
birth control,- he added.
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Revolutionary
Calendar Sold

EXPERIENCED SENIORS WANTED:
Ah, four years of headaches, stomachaches, heartaches, and any other aches
have finally passed.
But before you go,
you really owe it to yourself to visit the
Creamery. Those thick, thick malts served
in metal containers or juicy hamburgers
with all the delicious extras really make
college an experience.

New Year."
Teen-agers chatted and
shared wine with lonely old
men.
Eyes constantly checked
the ball atop the Allied
Chemical Building I for
merly the Times Building
HUMAN ROAR
As midnight neared, a human roar of laughter, hope.
and cheer rang throughout
the tall buildings.
People jumped up and
down. Others danced wildly.
One minute before midnight:
Everyone was drunk with
joy as the Allied Chemical Building’s ball began
its slow descent.
Happy New Year!! 1971
lights below ihe ball, as it
finally reaches bottom.
Couples
embraced
Strangers shook hands,
kissed and hugged.
Some canvassed
the
crowd, capitalizing on New
Year’s cheer by kissing
every female in sight.
Then the shove began.
Some wanted to go uptown,
others downtown.
But by 12:15 it all began to
end. Everyone was edging,
some still shoving, away
from the square toward the
subway entrances.
POLICE ESCORT
During the shove, police
formed a wedge to rescue
one celebrant. A 12 year -old
boy broke his artificial leg
and New York’s finest gave
him a friendly escort. The
unperturbed crowd stepped
aside and wished the men in
blue a Happy New Year.
As the crowd tiiinne,d-out,
a hard -hatted policeman
tucked his nightstick under
his left arm while he shook
hands and wished longhaired well-wishers a Happy
New Year.
By 12:30 only a few
stragglers, thousands of
broken bottles, and scores of

... have a professionally
done storybook of your
Wedding for only $95.00
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SJS Cagers Test
Talented Cal Cubs

1Top Spartan Cinderman
Look to Indoor Season
By MIKE DUGGAN
Daily Sports Writer
Me outdoor track season
still almost two months

aivay but many ut the SJS
stars will be conipeting in
the upcoming indoor season.
The indoor season, which
begins later this month will

’’AMILIAR SCENT-Elmos Dees, star 440 man for the SJS
,acksters crosses the line in meet against Hayward last
ear. Dees will run the 440 and mile relays this season and
ive the Spartans depth in the 220.
TENTATIVE OUT DOOR TRACK SCHEDULE

oate

Opponent

Race

Small College
California
Stanford
Oregon State
Washington State
San Diego Relays
Pacific Coast Club
Mt. SAC Relays
SJS Invitational
West Coast Relays
PCA A Meet
California Relays
Kennedy Games
Ali Corners
NCAA Meet

SJS
Berkeley
SJS
SJS
Pullman
San Diego
SJS
Walnut
SJS
Fresno
san Diego

March 6
March 13
March 20
March 27
April 3
April 10
April 17
April 25
May 1
May 8
May 15
May 22
klay 29
June 5
lune 11.19

modest

Berkeley
5JS
Seattle

feature inetts in San Francisco Jan. 22 Oakland,
liouston and throughout the
country.
S.’1S will irassibly have entrants in the AstrmionieFederation National Track
and Field Championships in
Houston on Feb. 12 and 13.
Mure than 2,0110 are expected
to compete.
Among Ernie Bullard’s
tracksters who will be competing in the indoor season
will probably be winters
Kirk Clayton and Billy
Gaines and hurdler George
Carty. Field event men will
include discus fir ower Gary
O’Sullivan and pole vaulter
Vie Dias.
AFTER CROWN
Iraoking
toward
the
outdoor season, SJS will be
definite contenders for the
NCAA crown which the
Spartans captured two years
ago. Cal won the title last
year while SJS was ruled
ineligible by the NCAA when
team members competed in
a non-NCAA sanctioned
meet.
Cal and SJS are tentatively
scheduled to meet in a dual
meet at Berkeley’s Edwards
Stadium on March 13. This
meet should be one of the
track highlights of the
season for SJS sprinters
Gaines and Calyton will be
matched with Cal’s Eddie
Hart and Issac (7urtis, Hart
and Curtis ran one-two in
last year’s NCAA 100-yard
dash finals.
IMPROVEMENT
The biggest team improvement this season
should come in the distances,
where SJS has been weak the
I. st few years. The key
tant returnee will be Gary
Hanson. PCAA six mile
champ last year viith a
30:08.0. Sophomore Buck
Black ( 4:06.4) returns in the
niile and will be aided by JC
transfer
Cliff
Chisam
from Pasadena City
College.
Top new prospects in the
two mile include Maury
Greer (907.2) of Long Beach
City and Mark Evans
0:04.81 and Nick Rosner

irst Dual Meet
G M

n asts Oppose Fullerton

111 1;1’111
,ports rail’

1

i.nts will have a
SiIS
’lance to
two of the best
late college gymnastics
ams in action when the
partan squad hosts the
itans from Cal State Fullertonight at 8:30 in the
lpartan gym in the first dual
:wet of the season for SJS.
The Spartans, Pacific
! oast Athletic Association
champions last year, will
!ace a very strong l’ullerton
quad. The Titans were the
’alifornia State College
’hampions last year.

Fullerton coach Dick
Wolfe will bring a squad to
SJS that is considered
stronger than last year’s.
-Wolfe is a very dedicated,
hard-working coach who
always produces a strong
gymnastics squad," commented SJS assistant coach
Doug Hills.
Coach Clair Jennett’s
Spartan contingent will have
to score very high in long
horse vaulting, the parallel
bars, high bar, and floor
exercise to make up for the
points they will lose on the
side horse and rings.
-Fullerton’s strength is their

Spartan Booter Chosen
for German Exhibition
SJS soccer All-American
vIani Hernandez is ammg
hose cho,ran from seven Bay
.rea soccer teams to the
9rthert; California All Stars
cotc:, t in mi ehibition
tatch against West Ger,any’N Hamburg SV club.
The match is scheduled for
!ornorrow at 2 p.m. in San
Francisco’s Balboa Stadium,
according to Ivan Toplak,
who is assembling the All Star squad.
Hernandez. who sat out
NCAA competition this year
ir additional study time, is
.11’;111 and
Hilted
,,ii
ti. Ilk lie
c,
Player of the
1111!’illi.

Jose Grenadiers, on the All Star squad are: Luis Mintegui, AI Korbus and Fred
Nourzad, San Jose Grenadiers; Kirk Apostolidis, Mike
Messaros, Pancho Mora,
Mirko Stojanovic and Momcilo Gavric, Greek Americans; Mike Ivanow and
Adolph Bauer, Concordia;
Victor Pires and John
Franco, San Jose Portuguese; John Moore, Scots;
Pancho Ruiz, Guadalajara;
arid 1,oreto Martin, Union
F:spanola.
F’ootball fans may reniember Gaimic as the leftfooted place kicker of the
San Francisco 49ers last
season.

ring team. They have some
really strong performers
here," evaluated Jennett.
Fullerton’s nine-man team
is led by Leon Mims, Scott
Crouse, Leonard Caling and
Ed Gregeda. -Mims is really
strong in floor exercise. He
performs the difficult double
back in his irautine very
well," praised Hills. Crouse,
Caling, and Gregeda are the
Titans all-around men.
Jennett expects SJS to win
the floor exercise, long horse
vaulting, high bar and
parallel bars. "Jim Turpin
and Mims should be real
close in floor exercise. They
both do the double back. I
expect Turpin and Ed Sparacino to battle Gregeda and
I
John Bakovic on the rings,"
continued the SJS coach.
TURPIN-CROUSE
All-around man Turpin is
also expected to battle
Crouse for the vaulting title.
Joe Sweeney will have his
hands full with Caling on the
parallel bars. **Sweeney is
the best man we’ve ever had
on the parallel bars," added
Jennett.
Spartan Mike Cooper, recovering from a hand injury,
will perform in all events but
the side horse and parallel
bars. "Mike is coming along
real well and should be
especially strong in floor
exercise and the high bar,"
said Hills. Sophomore Bill
Barnwell will join Turpin
and Sweeney as SJS allaround men.
SJS will host Oregon and
UC Berkeley, Saturday, Jan.
23.

II
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SPARTAN STRONGMAN-SJS Gary O’Sullivan is shown
heaving the discus in a meet last season at Bud Winter
Stadium. O’Sullivan threw the discus 182-11 last year and the
shot put 57-1 and should improve on those marks this year.
19:01.11. both of Pasadena.
RECORD HOLDER
With the addition of
Gaines, a 9.2 100 man,
sprints will again be the
strength of the SJS squad.
Gaines first gained national
prominence when as a high
school junior he tied Bob
Hayes’ 60-yard dash record
with a 5.9. Gaines and Clayton were teammates three
years ago on the Santa Clara
Youth Village which set the
American record in the 440yard relay. They teamed
vvith Jerry Williams and
Tommie Smith to clock 39.0.
That mark was broken the
next year when the SJS team
of Sam Davis. Clayton.
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E.S.E.P.
801 Woodstde Rd
Redwood City
E.S.E.P. SJSC members

..,Andwhat better way
th a r in your own new
VWCall me, lrmgard
Delaney today and let
metake care of all
thearrangements for
vou.
Phone 265-4400

AT

911 W. Capitol
Expressway
San Jose

Finest Reconditioned Cars
On The Peninsula

Auto Budget Center
738 8:11

929 E. El Camlno

Reed’s
Sport
Shop
Flas a complete

10%
Discount
For Students
And Faculty

SKI DEPT

Sales -Rentals -Repairs

Reecifl
SPORT
SHOP
PHONE 258.5305
3151
ROCK AVE

1 New cars starting from S1,795.00.
2 Over 100 quality, guaranteed domestic and
foreign used cars.
3 Complete lease program. (New cars under
$50.00 monthly).
4 Complete rental service $6.00 daily, 6c a
mile, "Free Gas".
5 Complete body and fender -foreign and
domestic -free estimates. Loaners available.
6 Complete transmission service -standard
and automatic -overhauled for as little as
$99.50.
7 Expert tune up servdomestic and foreign
for as little as $5.95 labor.
8 Lowest rates on all general mechanical repair, all makes and models.

* Star Motor Impo rts

375 So. Market

2116-65 00

ME CAESARS PlOW OPEN
WE
. 4.lL’

nil

50C OFF
ON ANY LARGE OR LARGER

PIZZA PIE
;

A

n
a_dheio
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DELNER
45 min. or less

HOURS
Mon thru Thurs.
Fri.2 P.M.2 A.M.
Sat. 12 P.M. 2 A.M.
Sun..12 P.M. 12 A.M.

476 South 10th S t
275-8231

AT
For inlormatoon contRct
365 8625

SEE
EUROPE

350 OFF
ON ANT MEDIUM

PIZZA PIE
476 South 10th St.
275-8232

SURF "N" WEAR
Hang Ten 0 Sally Vater

Swim and Casual Wear

2081 So. Winchester, Campbell}

TOP
PRICES
PAID
FOR
USED
BOOKS

STUDENT DISCOUNT
10% OFF

The Pacific Coast Athletic 19.4 a game
Association basketball 7.; rebounds.
sI.son kicks off tonight with
Another standout for the
three league games sche- Bulldogs is 6-0 sophomore
guard Clarence Metcalfe. He
duled.
League favorite Irang led the Frosh last year in
Beach visits San Diego. scoring and is an excellent
Fresno State travels to Los ball handler.
Also expected to help are
Angeles State and SJS plays
at UC Santa Barbara.
guard Fred Warner. who hit
Next season the con- for 10.5 a game last year and
ference will have seven 6-2 Mike Hammock, the
ii
scorer last
teams in basketball
as UOP, state’s le:,
a current member of the seasnn ;it 11i THU .1C.
WCAC, will join the PCAA
for the 1971-72 season.
Yesterday the Spartan
Daily took a look at all the
league teams except Fresno
and San Diego. At present,
F’resno has a 7-4 record while
San Diego is 2-6 and will
probably battle SJS for the
cellar.
San Diego’s lone bright
spI t has been 5-10 guard
Jimmy Harris. A transfer
from Pasadena City, Harris
is averaging 17.1 a game for
the Aztecs. Wins have been
over North Dakota State and
Ball State. The Aztec defense
has been spotty. giving up
117 to Ariwna State and 113
to Tulsa.
.lerry Pender, although
only a 6-2 forward, is the
mainstay of Ed Gregory’s
five from Fresno. The transfer from Merced is scoring at
7

.11111):14411

"HEREI
COMES
- THE SUN"!

Ronnie Ray Smith and John
Carlos ran 38.8 at the NCAA
meet.
GOOD HURDLER
Hurdler Carty. one of the
most versatile trackmen
around has a best of 13.5 in
the 120 highs.
Dias cleared the magic 17 mark last swrimer in
Eaope and will be a real
threat for the N(7AA crown.
He plans on competing in
many of the upcoming indoor
meets.
Others to watch will be
Elmo Dees in the 440, Chuck
Sundsten in the long jump
arid sprints, Nlike Metz in thc
javelin and triple jumper
Adrian Porter.

that department. led by Huss
Ferrante with a .941 per
centage and Tom Clayton at
.917. Between them only two
of 30 efforts have fallen off
mark.
The Spartans will hit the
road for Davis and the
Frash Aggies the following
night. The Aggies have not
beaten SJS in the past two
seasons. Oh well, the home
court advantage test conies
up again.

PCAA Season Opens

1118 81111h01111)re

in the West Coast
Intercollegiate Soccer Conference.
Hernandez, currently playin.) for the San

. . . .,

II) SKIP HAILEN"
Daily Sports Writer
&IS -once beaten" /*rush
lxisketball unit will be going
against a rugged UC Berkeley squad tonight at 6 in
Spartan Gym in what may be
the toughest contest left on
the ’71 schedule. That dream
of bettering last year’s 18-3
record would take a step
closer to reality if the Cubs
get dumped.
Those Cubs will Mok a lot
like Bears, as they now boast
the services of 6’8" forward
Cm I Meier. (7al’s front line is
tremenIIus even though
they had a hard time convincing SJS a month ago in
Berkeley. SJS won by a
basket.
Cal does eirarything well
as the first contest verifies.
Center Ted Rudow swooped
up 24 rebounds and Lance
Armstrong and his fellow
guard contributed 24 and 16
points respectively. Meier
also happens to be the
leading scorer, so it looks
like the F’rosh are in for a
gII dy. But Coach Dave
Waxman will be reaching for
more than his Excedrin.
"We’ll have to rely more
on technique," says the first
year coach. "Cal is somewhat more physical than we
are...Another thing they
have over us is size." Coach
Waxman added his team will
have to run against Berkeley
in hopes to "neutralize their
strength."
If this one has to be
decided at the charity stripe,
S.IS may have the edge. The
feiltli 100kS phenomenal in

line
,iiesiirs

PI7,741.

476 South lOth St.
215-8232

CAL BOOK

Li

457 E SAN CARLOS
BET. 10th & 11th
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’Little Big Man’

Fauss & Big Halsy’

Hoffman Great
By

RAIO TLIANVIt
Daily Editor

-Little Big Man" is the
;nester:I to end all westerns
anI Arthur Penn’s most important work since -Bonnie
and
-little Big Man" is an epic
retelling of how the west was,
won, alternately funny,
tragic and confusing. Although a bit overlong, this
film provides an insight into
the Indian side of the conflict
without
descending
to
iunateur sociology.
Dustin Hoffman is triumphant in his fourth major
role, one that is sure to net
him a third Academy Award
nomination for acting.
Hoffman plays 121 -year-old
Jack Crabb, who relates the
winning of the West through
the eyes of a reluctant ambassador between the white
and Indian cultures.
A white man. Crabb is
captured by the Cheyenne
while a young boy, grows up
with them and then returns
to the white world. Through
the two hours and 15 minutes
of the film, Crabb bounces
back and forth between the
two conflicting cultures.
convincingly
Hoffman
takes Crabb through various
stages as Indian brave, con
man, cavalry scout, mule
skinner, hermit, gunfighter
and drunk. His performance
alone is worth the price of
admission.
CARICATURES
Martin Balsam has a nice
role as a snake-medicine
salesman and Jeff Corey
brings a quiet desperation to
a surprisingly human portrait of Wild Bill Hickok.
Richard Mulligan as Gen.
George A. Custer and Faye
Dunaway as a frontier
preacher’s wife -turned
whore suffer from overplaying to the point of being
only caricatures.
But the film is stolen by
Chief Dan George as Old

I od..,,kois. Jack
Ihilhin -grandfather
-

-

.0

Jii I t

In a
liiiIII (C

Clout km George cpitiomzes
all that Penn and
alder
Willingham. alio %% rote the
screenplay from Thomas
Berger’s no% el, were trying
to say about the red man.
It is significant that the
Cheyenne call themselves
the human beings. They are
indeed that, and the Indian
cast includes a psycho and a
homosexual as well as brave
warriors. It’s the first time
a film has hwnanized the
Indians.
LAUGH, CRY
Director Penn manipulates his audience much as
he did with -Bonnie and
Clyde," getting us to laugh
when the Indians commit
murder during a stagecoach raid, but cry when
Custer’s men slaughter the
Indians.
Fortunately, Penn has
stayed away from the slowmotion, quick cut -artiness"
that would have been monstrously out of place in this
film.
The battle scenes, however, lack clarity and are a
bit awkward. Despite this
flaw, however. Penn has
fashioned a powerful study
of Americana.
Harry Stradling Jr.’s cinematography is crisp and
colorful. John Hammond’s
music is perfectly understated.
The summarizing moment
of the film comes when Old
Lodgeskins, talking to his
"grandson." explains the
futility of fighting the
murderous white man.
-There is an endless
supply of white men," he
says, "but only a limited
number of Human Beings."
"Little Big Man" is playing in Los Angeles and New
York to qualify for Academy
Award consideration. It will
open in the Bay Area soon.

Book Review

Downer Despite Redford
By ’1151 oSTERMAN
Spcm 1.11 to We Daily
Hobert liedfon d 11;mml twniendiins Near ii films iii
191,9 II,. ;iiilted to the top of
the pop poster \%iii Id li ScOlsMr

%%1111

:111

1.01*-

tro al in -But, h cas.suly and
the Similar’, c Kid" and
follotted quickl% %kith solid
performances in -Downhill
Racer" and the underrated
-Tell Them Willie Boy is
Here."
With these successes
liehind him. it’s really too
bad to see Redford revert to
his pre-Sundance days by
selectini" to play one of the
leads in "Little Fauss and
Big Halsy," a dreary nothing
now playing at the Cinema
150. Admittedly one performative usually doesn’t ruin a
career, but Redford’s choice
of parts shows a definite lack
of insight toward what today’s audiences will accept.
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As the latter half of the
title, Redford is a repulsive
con man for whom it is impossible to have any sympathy. Ile struts around with
his shirt off, loves, and then
leaves, the girls, chews on a
toothbrush and generally
walks over anyone in his
path. It is a role that will hurt
his reputation with both the
critics and the public.
Michael .1. Pollard plays
the whimpish, naive I.ittle
Fauss, who knows nothing
inan,-

Spanish Play Opens
Two -Day Showing
"Let the Dogs Bark"
"Deja Que I.os Perros
Ladren" ), an original
comedy in two acts by Sergio
Vodanovic is this semester
presentation by the Spanish
Theater Group of &IS. The
play will run Tuesday and
Wednesday in the Studio
Theatre. Curtain time is 8:15
p.m.
Tickets may be obtained
from the Foreign I.anguages
Department at 7th and San
(7arlos streets from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. and from room 314 of
the Education Building front
4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
The group which is under
the direction of Ricardo
Monteavaro. is sponsored by
the Department of Spanish
Language and I.iterature.
The comedy will be presented in Spanish.
The cast includes Patricio
Gonzalez, Jorge Gonzalez,
Molly Crununett. Charles
Nelson and Andrew Dias.
The action of the play
occurs in Santiago. Chile in
1959.
The story of the play concerns a newspaper publisher
who is being coerced by the
snydicate to cease publication. After two years of resisting their threats, the
publisher finally gives up

and closes the shop.
lie then agrees to join the
syndicate to make up for the
111011Cy he is losing by giving
up his paper.
When he decides that
money is no good without
honor, he decides to publish
the story of the crime
activeities of the organization.
When the syndicate learns
of his plans many comical
incidents follow.

Choraliers
Sunday afternoon at 3 the
SJS Choraliers will present a
program of chamber music
in the Music Concert Hall.
Admission is free.
The Choraliers, directed
by
Dr.
Charlene
P.
Archibeque, assistant professor of music, is one of two
vocal ensembles at the college.
The program will cover
nearly 400 years of music.
Two works by Bay Area
composer Kirk Meehan are
scheduled.
Soloists for
Britten’s
"Shepherd’s Carol" will be
Linda
Long,
soprano.
Margaret Gorham, contralto, Michael Fager, tenor,
and Richard Italie. bass.

,si cpt iiimmtmmi cycles until lit.
hooks up is ith the "educated" flaky As ;um actor
Pollard is a mush mouth.
than
perccrit ui his
itivenilt dialovut is simply
able as he purses
his lips and squints through
his horn-runined glasses.
The rest of the cast simply
goes through the motions.
Director Sydney J. Furie
"The Iperess File") is also
inept as he attempts to tie
the pieces together. Furie
doesn’t help his bewildered
cast and reverts to some
.Johnny Cash caterwauling
about the "Legend of Little
FaUSti and Big Halsy" ii hen ever things get dull. Fven
the bike riding scenes fail to
capture any excitement.
Bedford’s name may be
enough to carry "Little
Fauss and Big lialsy" at the
box office, but it would not be
wise for him to strain
himself quite so much in
the future.

Unusual mmlii i1msit5mni, 1,v111
highlight the tall ,iincert of
the Pei iiission Fac-amble on
Motalii) at 111:, p iti ’Flue
program will
IRA in the
Music Concert Hall arid
MIIIIISSI011 is free.
tinder the direction of
\m tjummiu’, Lit wic, associate
essin if 111USiC, the
crismiiilmIc will tierforin coinilositiors that combine both
traditional

and

unusual

instrunients and voice, per [Miffing ru the concert are
I ou I Willson, Warren Benson. Richard Dee and
Cirone.
Garbage can lids are
featured in Harrison’s "May
Rain" along with baritone
solo and cello. His second
composition, -Pied Beauty"
features piarm and toin-tom.
-Nara" by Benson contrasts the bold, rhythmic
punctuation of percussion
against the lyrical qualities
of flute and soprano voice.
A composition with coffee
cans, garbage cans, temple
bells, tom-toms, gong and
orchestra bells IA 11)14. is unm

the setting for his novel, is in
many respects a microcosm
of Soviet society. A principal
Pavel
character,
Nikolayevich, is a Communist party worker who
gathers evidence against
suspected political violators
in his normal life. He is rule bound, eager to report any
subversive talk. His dream
is public executions. People
would think twice before acting against the government
if they saw the consequences, Pavel believes.
CRIME?
The opposite of Pavel is
()leg Kostoglotov, a tall, disheveled, ape -like appearing
man in the ward who earlier
had been sentenced to "exile
in perpetuity" in a far-off
part of central Russia. His
crime? He was suspected of
political activcities against
the
Stalin
regime.
Kostoglotov is a kind, gentle
fellow, the antithesis of
Pavel and yet he, Oleg. is the
one castigated by the
government.
"Cancer Ward" is a warm
book, surprisingly. One
climbs comfortably inside.
and after carefully sorting
out the difficult Russian
names,
becomes
well
acquainted with the patients
of the cancer ward. One
learns of their past lives,
their fears and their views of
the larger cancer ward,
Soviet Russia.

3

3 FREE COPIES WITH THIS AD
LANCER COPY SERVICE
484 E. San Carlos St.
287-7550

OPEN
NOWCHEF
FAMILY

BURGER
RESTAURANTS

LiqA1TUGIOht.1

/A.

RAIN OR SHINE
THE BEETLE CONQUERS ALL!

BOB HIMSL VOLKSWAGEN
1560 North First San Jose -286-8800
THE HOME OF THE
HUMBLE LITTLE BUG’

59c
Soper Chef
69c
w/cheese
55c
Big Chef
69c
Hot Roast Beef
Double Cheese Burger 49c
33c
Mini Chef
39c
w/cheese
35c
Fish Sandwich

At the corner
of 4th and
San Fernando
San lose

South
10th
Street
William
11:

PRESCRIPTIO.N.

ATTENTION JANUARY & JUNE GRADS
Now that you have had several job interview; you ale
in a position to evaluate a true opportunity. If you
believe in yourself, are goal oriented, enjoy hard work
and want the chance to earn $15,000 your first yea’,
attend a bee seminar conducted by the 30th largest
coiporation in America. The seminar is conducted
by a man who, while in his senior year in college,
began his career in life insurance and matched his age
in income when he was 30 years old. He is the
youngest in the company’s history which is ove, 113
years old. NIVIL is the 7th largest life insurance company with over 6 billion in assets.
Find out whether this type of career interests you
Phone Northwestern Mutual Life, 298-3700, for the
next seminar. Class is limited to ten so phone now
for a reservation.

$1(1(IP51 Ilr
Honore.
Mho, Umbel S.

SAN JOSE
91 South First St
307 Town & Country Village
USE OW; EASY PAYMENT PLAN

Dr. French
Sierra Travel of
Beverly Hills
9875 Santa Monica Blvd
1213/ 277 5200

Free Collating 7 Colors
Legal, 3 Hole Punched Paper

Arrid Extra Dry 9 Oz.
Reg. $1.79 tUr $1.19

The Place To GcI
518 S. 10th

Large Sarmes on cars Inc
charter lhehts to Israel.
Greece and most Otte,
CountrieS.

XEROX
COPIES

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PHARMACY

Colgate Toothpaste
Reg. $1.09 for 79e
Nyquil 6 Oz.
Reg. $1..19 for 93e E.

A. to Europe
616 To 9 -IS &
630 To 9/3

L

eluded in the program
The works by tirone
iii lude
"F’ercussionality.’
and "Sonata No. 1 for
Timpani and Piano."
Concluding the program
will be a work for standard
percussion
instruments
Illphony for Percussion"
1,1 Stanley Leonard.

’Cancer Ward’
By CAROLE La COMBE
Special to the Daily
The Nobel prizes were
awarded last month but one
of the recipients was not
present.
Alexander
Solzhenitsyn,
Russian
author, did not attend. He
feared that if he left Russia
to receive his award his
government would not allow
him to return.
Only through sneaking his
manuscripts out of the
country to be published has
the world been made aware
of the importance of this
writer and his works.
Perhaps the sensitive
Soviet government has
something to fear in the
works of Solzhenitsyn. In his
book, "Cancer Ward", published in 1969 by Bantam
Books, Solzhenitsyn levels
severe criticism at Russia
during the Stalin regime. It
is not only the criticism,
though, that would upset the
government leaders.
SHOCKING, FEAR
Solzhenitsyn exposes the
shocking conditions of the
labor camps where political
sent.
were
prisoners
Through many of his
characters, he reveals the
fear people lived in during
the Stalin years and the
apprehension they felt about
being found in an activity
displeasing to the government.
The cancer ward, which is

S269

Percussion Concert

rl

330 South 10th Street

French Fries
23c
Hot Apple Turnover 20c
30c
Shakes
15c 25ca
Coca Cola
Orange, Root Beer 15c ’25c
Coffee
15c
Milk
15c
15c 25c
Lemonade

BURGER
CHEF .
Family Restaurants
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V.UM 1NH000--Suzanne" a cast aluminum creation
relo,..cnting the modern American woman, is on display in
the .trt Gallery of the College Union. Created by Mark
Schlegel and John Morrall; "Suzanne" is housed in a temple
and has a tele% ision set for a head %%hich features polarized
light

Student Works
Now in C.U.
....ne is the typical
toil American woman.
:,. creation of Mark
..nd John Morrall
.
put a year and a
\Ole
half ,..rk into the project.
Suzanne is the cast aluminum figure of a woman
with a television set instead
of a head. Inside the television set is the figure’s face
and a light polarizer with
constantly changing colors.
The creation may be found
in the College Union Creative
Arts boom. The room is
dark and ’Suzanne’ is set
inside what resembles a
or shrine. There are
’,V0 sets of stairs leading up
the temple. Bordering it
..re columns of cast arms
and legs, all in prayer positions.
Representing the typical
oxprolted American woman,
comes complete
ohrome finish, psycheode colors and the tele’. 1,1,,I1 OM. because the

15:th

American woman is exploited by television.
This project was done for
sculpture classes for John
Battenburg. Schlegel and
Morrall agree that it is hard
to describe the project on
paper and -the real impact
of this piece can only be felt
by observing it and gathering one’s own feelings about
it.’
Also on display on the third
level of the College Union is a
collection of jewelry created
by Dr. Robert R. Coleman’s
advanced jewelry students.
Rings, necklaces, earrings
and hair ornaments are in
the display cases near the
A.S. offices. They will be
there until the end of the
semester.
In the main hallway of the
third level of the College
Union, Saratoga High School
students have a showing of
their pop art. All paintings
have a comic book theme.

Dwayne Roach won the
men’s pocket billiard event
here. He will be going to San
Diego to try and recapture
the national title that he won
in Virginia in 1968. Don
Grahm took the three
Winners will travel to San
cushion billiards title.
Diego to compete in the
Brenda Johnson won the
-egional Association of
women’s pocket billiards
allege Unions Internatitle.
t.onal competition Feb.
In bowling, Willie Leggett
17 through 19.
was victorious in women’s
Edmund Fong, who took. competition, averaging 175
the singles table tennis title points in 10 games.
for the second consecutive
Russ Preston bowled a
year, teamed with Hoo- perfect 300 game in the tourshang Delrooz to win the nament, but finished fourth.
doubles event, also for the The
finishing
highest
second time in as many amateur was Randy Johnson
years. Fong and Delrooz fin- who tallied 2,100 pins for the
ished second in the regional 10 games to qualify for the
tourney last year.
run-off.

The second annual AllCollege Games Tournament’s chess competition is
ooritinuing, but results in
titer events show several
repeat performances.

San
peillIt’U

1:1(111.S
I tiL1

;Wilt’ to Sall
th1 tilt’ bUlkito
I’lIoUllii
ti,, lii"
.111 the 1)Upils

tor a century to
fon,
That I entury tuner came.
In the er l morning hours of
Feb. lo, 1880, the entire
building collapsed in a fatal
fire Regarded as one of the
most beautiful wooden
structures in California, the
buildings along with $18,000
Morth of furniture, books and
scientific apparatus lay in
complete ruin.
The legislature promptly
appropriated funds for construction of a new Ionicsty led building It lasted
until the devastating earth19nic Its points were
;utak,
iil the fftati

ever

there
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A folk rock musical about
God presented by The
"BRIGHT PROMISE"
A group of 20 collegians with
a real purpose to sing about
SUNDAY Jan.ldth, 1911 P.M.
,,

,Lrnir)

WESTMINISTER PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
rn
40 REFRESHMENTS WILLFOLLOW
The Alameda at Shasta
(2 mi. from S.J.S. Campus)

,4
.
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Jithin at*
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ANNOUNUMENIS 4)1
SAKE IT. FINE WINE 51 00 a gal
BREW 8 cents a qt Beer & Wine
’ Books& Recipes Crocks Malt Hops
FREE AD
Grape Concentrates
VICE BEGINNERS START HERE,
Located in the Arts & Crafts Center
Ph 248 6600, UM The Alameda THE
CALIFORNIA WINEMAKER.
FREE HERB TEA at the Christanada
Nature! Foods Open 7 days, 90 rn. 7
ire 35 S 4th St 787 5410
CAR RALLYE, STANFORD SHOPPING CENTER (Palo Alto) Sat Jan 9
ov COWBOY T C $300 Any car and
beginners welcome Start anytime
from between 6 and 9 pm
The Spartan Bookstore nes a FRAME
AND MAT SERVICE Reasonable
Prices
FREE one JUJITSU lesson. No
ohligation Classes Tue & Fr, 7 30
9 no p rn No Contracts Student rate
Phone 287 6829 ( Tue 8, Fri eve
, for further information Girls &
i,,tators welcome THE ACADEMY
OF SELF DEFENSE, 701 7A Kings
dow me, 10th & 0,501
I e (.(0 r OVULATION GROWTH will
Jar 6 at 7 pm in the
the College Union
(h woe the reorgan,
h
Dr Hewlet Lee.
Center. wal speak
...n.tudes and Prac
All
harestiments
OME
adorable kittens’,, a good home
week. 1 grey)
it? 9708
L iVE

Si’ no semester break in a pair of
iron, The Jeanery 510 South
Fr frog. Sat 12 to
)(1,F I,
TEM

SENSITIVITY ENCOUN
ANiST COM

Nc,
I 51 $200 Contr
.04 5017 tor additional informa
RATIONAL EMOTIVE THERAPY
WORKSHOP
presented
by
....ANIST COMMUNITY OF SAN
I led by Dr Royce Jones Jan 15,
’ .15 en, at the Community
No Market St SJ $200
Call 794 5017 for addi
.nat.on

FRIDAY FLICKS: John & Mary. w
Dustin Hoffman. Morris Daily Aud.
In Jan. 8 ?A 10 p.m. 50 cents.

ivi

ILY S

C

i

Furn: Couch & Dining rm table with 4
chairs 525 each Call 293.3680 or 186.
4759
Old books, postcards, newspapers,
ferniture, glassware, collectables of
all kinds 957 So 1st
HEAD 320 SKIS. brand new 200cm last
years model, bindings never mounted,
580 or offer Call Will 248 5557.
Cycle Helmet never worn. Small $12.
Brass like bed dble matress 52S. Pick
up mounted tom box large metal ES.
G E auto washer works tine, yellow.
575 call /87 3125

UHF WANTID 141

Students Part.lime. Several positions
open if you have your own car and are
free to work from A to 10 p.m. week
days. and weekends We have an ideal
Opportunity . Both men and women
considered. You Must like to meet the
Public and have a neat appearance.
Excellent pay, fringe benefits Testing
for these positions will commence at 1
p.m sharp Mon. Nov 9 See Mr,
Winter IMO Biondi Place Suite 130 San
Mateo Calif. No Phone calls
DRIVER: FULL OR PART TIME, Ice
Cream, Solt Drink vending Routes. 30
50 percent Comm 358 N. Montgomery.
9 11 a.m 297.4228.

ROUSING 161
Very nice room .n exchange for light
household duties Non smoker female
only. a Wks_ to SJS. Call 287 3125 after
5.00.
2 Eden it, bath sesy cpts, drapes,
&EX, very clean enclosed parking.
S190 598 So 9th 287 2854, 2841350.
243 bdrm. apts. for rent 470 S. Ilth St.
phone 287 7590. Pool, rec. room.
Roommates needed.
HOUSE FOR RENT, LARGE 2 BeIrm.
turn. GIRLS ONLY. $60 head. 4
persons, 656 S. 9th. 286-2837.
MALE ROOMMATE NOW - to share
room $SO month. Call Mario Chacon or
Neil Murray After 6 p.m. or Before 10
am 244-3117.
Male roommate needed, to share .1
other. Completely furn. 1 bdrm Apt.
$,67.50. Call Eric after 3:00295.4579 or
stop by 351 S. 11th No, 8.
Girls. Furn. apt. 2 bdrrn. 2 blk. SJS.
Very clean. li 2 baths. Freshly deco.
449 S 10th St. Modern. 9:30 a.rn-2:00
P.m.
ROOMS FOR RENT: 1 single S40 mo.
1 dbl. $32.50 ea mo. 426 S 7th,
FRIDAY FLICKS: John & Mary, w.
Dustin Hoffman. Morris Daily Aud
Fri Jan. 8 7 & 10 p.m. 50 cents.
Female Roommate
21.25. Royal
Lanai. Own Room S75-rno. 258-5130
after 6 p.m. Peg or Chris.
Female Roommate Needed. Large 2
Bedroom Apt. by Campus. 555,10.
Call 297.3964 31$ E San Fernando, No,
8
Female Roommate needed to share 1
Bdrrn Apt. w 3 others. 145. mo. Call 295.
7642 after 5,30
Roommate Needed to Share Large
House near Campus w 3 others. Avail
able NOW, Call 294.2464.
APARTMENT: P. Bedrooms for 3
persons Near 10th St 8, Williams. Call
287 3370.
Deluxe Apt for Rent. S135.00 2
Bedrmd AEK Dros. W. Pd, Adults
1167 So 6th St
Two Girls Needed to Share Rm on
Houseon 11th St. 556. Call Ruth mm 214.
294.7922.
Chick needed to share apt., own room
furnished, 970, 1 blks from campus
Call Kati at 297 1095.
Roommate Needed, Spring Semester.
555 fro. Pool. Parking. Across from
Campus 315 E. San Fernando No. I&
275 9448.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to
share Bedrrn Apt. with other girls.
Call 2060087

Need coeds to sell Koscot oil of mink
cosmetics and hair fashions. Work at
your own convenience No door to door
requirement 40 per cent commission.
Company training during day time or
evening. Call 226 4322.

MALE ROOMMATES NEEDED,
Share 2 BdrM. Apt. with? others close
to campus 945. EACH. After 600 PM
297 2514.

Male Students: neat appearing, Inside
sales. work until Spring finals, part
time, eves. 8. Sat. Salary Interviews
210 5 15t St Rrn 207 10A 4P.
WANTED married cple to work as
custodians fOrr LOS Gatos estate In ex,
ch for rent & utilities of sm. quest
house 354 8877 bet. 6 & 8 P.m.

GIRLS! Needed: 1 or 2 girls, Own
room 558 mo. Share em 529 mo. Lg. 3
Bdr Pure.,
bath. Near Campus.
7064120
GRADUATE or SENIOR. Quiet Place
to Study. Men ONLY. Rooms w-kitch.
priv. 540 rnO. up 293 6713.
1 female rmmate needed to share
house Vs 3 good people. S42.50 rem. 453
S 10th St 297 0649.

’611 VW SC). BACK. Excel. coed New
Tires, lust tuned 51600 cash (firm)
379 8022 after 5 30 P m.

FRIDAY FLICK: John & Mary, w
Dustin htoffrnan. Morris Daily /Wel
Fri Jan 8 7 8, 10 p.m. 50 cents

’62 CORVAIR - GOOD COND. must
sell immediately, 515000.Call after 6
.t69 2513

BUSBOY! DAYS lOarn 3pm apply in
person Loft Town & Country Village
San Jose

Male to share II., clean, quiet 2
bedroom apt sv.1 other. Studious
mature, clean 587.50. 374 N. 5th No. 1
287 2492. Dan.

For Sale 1960 Cornet. 6 cyl. std. Best
offer Call Bob, eves. 297 7016 Must
Sell

1051 ANC, FOUND 151

Attractive rooms w kitchen Orly. S.55
mo 99$. 9th. Also girl to manage no
work involved. S33 me. Senior or
graduate. Must live-in. 295,8526

CHEV. Greenbrier Mini Bus Excel
lent Condition $550 Phone 297 0605
After 4 00 p

LOST 1,9 White Sled Dog w Tan Ears
and Eyes. Male S50 REWARD 274
1809
LOST: I 4 71, Small Black Dog.
Shaggy, Part Pek PLEASE Call 294
5200
Little red brown puppy
FOUND
Male, black tipped tail and ears Jan
4th 12th & San Carlos 2075039

MARTIN 17STRIN0 GUITAR D 12 20
like new Cond 18 mos old Cost new
5375 Sell for 5250. Call 797 1252

LOST Cat vicinity of 9th and Reed
Black end gray Tabby Lost Xmas
eve 378 7062

FOR SALE .0.11. Portable T V Work
able reasonable 2745 Luc apt no 59
9AM 3 30PM

LOST: SMALL Belie Female Cat
Jan 1 "Bernie" PLEASE Ceti 792
3741 or bring to 483 San Fernando

e
C-0 Air
3 lines

den

1 or 2 STUDENTS NEEDED TO
SHARE 2 Bus APT. WITH) MALE
SOPH S170 MO. 286 8775 EVES. Call
Howard or Dave
3 female rmmates, needed for Sp.
semester. 2 bdrm, 1 bath, pool, 18
552.50 rno. 555 5 10th No. 8 295 4409
Avail Jan. 24.

Male Roommate needed to share 2
bdrm apt w 3 others Two blocks from
campus 540 mo 286 8299,
ROOM FOR RENT. Newly remodeled
w kitchen priv 4 blocks to S J S. Non
smoker only S65 month 287 3125.
2 Bedroom Apt. for Rent Furnished,
5140 mo 65S Ilth St Close to campus
Phone 297 3766
elk Upper Div, Fern Roommate
wanted to share lg. Apt Across from
campus $6750 rno. All util. pd. 293
MAO

Five days

One day

Ta0 efts

200
2 50

2.25

2.40

2.75

2.90

300

3.25

3 40

from S15 to 510

si lines

3.00

3.50

3.75

3.90

4.00

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

.9142041****45.4 Oi

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
Announcerminh II)
Automolit (2)
Li Eel Selo 11)

,

Hlp Wanit,t 14)
Housing 151
Lost god Fouled Oil

iiMi

Need Girl, Jan is, to share house .
block frum SJSC 546 50 mo 287 3929
SERViCES

71,

FAST ACCURATE, Experienced
typist, can Edit Four miles from
campus. Mrs. Aslanian 298.4104.
STUDENT TYPING in my home.
Fast, accurate, minor editing. Mrs.
Baxter, phone 244 6581.
AUTO INSURANCE. Annual liability
(13.1.& PPD./ Marriedor Single age 24
& over 589 Married 21 12 0148 Mr. Toll
241.3900,
---- --STEREO’S FOR RENT: Portable or
console free delivery, free service, no
contract. Esche’s 251.2598
TV’s FOR RENT: free service, fret
delivery in San Jose area, no contract.
Esche’s 251 2598.
MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE annual
liability rates 0-125cc S28; 126cc 200cc
$36, 201cc,450cc 0461 451cc.600cc 562
Mr. Neal 371 1877.
EXPERIENCE THESIS TYPING ELECTRIC Master’s Reports Dissertations. Marianne Tamberg, 1924
Harris Ave. Call 371.0395, San Jose.
TYPING, IBM Elec. exper, editing
Former English teacher. PU &
deliver Call Mary Bryner, 2446444
after 680.
TYPING . thesis, term papers, etc.,
experienced and FAST!! Phone 269.
8674.
Experienced Thesis Typist, Familiar
with APA Format. Fast and reason
able. JoAnn Silva 6566908.
LOOKING FOR A PLACE to live?
Better hurry! Limited spaces avail
able in the College residence halls.
Applications may be picked up in the
housing office 319 So 15th St. no. 6.
H ELP SELF BY HELPING OTHERS
55 00 9.10.00 MO. FOR BLOOD OR
PLASMA. PRESENT STUDENT
ACTIVITY CARD FOR 1st. TIME.
51.00 BONUS. CALIF BLOOD BANK, ’
35 S. Almaden S.J. PH. 294.6535 (Opposite Greyhound Depot).
SURPLUS and GOODIES, Field
Jackets. Pea Coats, Bell Bottom
Pants, Clothing, Poly foam, Camping
supplies, Backpack gear. Boots. and
other far out items. BARGAIN CITY,
260 N. 1st St Hrs. 10 6, Thurs III 9
Closed Sunday
LUNCH COUNTER, Christanada
Natural Foods. 35 S. 4th Open? days. 9
a.m. to 7 p.m. 287 5410
CHRISTANADA NATURAL FOODS.
Ginsegg. vitamins minerals. Snack
bar, organic grains, organic produce,
Juice bar. Yoga literature, macro,
biotic food, cook books, spiritual
books, incense 35 S. 4th St. Open 7
7 p.m. 287 5410..
days. 9 a.rn
Philosophy melee to tutor college
sophomore in Logic. 23 hrs. max.
time Call 246 1235.
Business Minded Couples. OpportunitY
to formulate a wholesale retail 0091
ness. Own business. Investment less
than $RO 3 me. qualification period.
Send brief resume Write "Opportunity" 3783 Underwood Dr No. 1 S.J..
Calif. 95117
SPECIAL STU
TV’S FOR RENT
DENT RATE. $900 per month. Call
377 7935

Disc 00000 ed? Under Pressure? Need
Help? Get the Daily Habit of Calling
DIAL PEACE OF MIND 294 ’4333. (3
mM.1
SKI, Sun Valley, Aspen, Alta, Jackson
Hole Semester Break and Easter!
Low price Packages. make Reserve
tions NOW! Contact Kathy at Student
Services West table in Student Union.
In lowing memory of Cleo. Man’s Best
Friend. Billie. Brodie, Craig, Dave.
Gary. and Scotty
10 ANSPORIATION
E UROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS:
Several schedules roundtrip or one
way From West Coast to London,
Amsterdam, Frankfurt Coordinator
Prof Margaret Peal 747 ROycroft Ave.
Long Beach 90803
STUDENT
TRAVEL,
TRIPS,
CHARTERS. EUROPE, ORIENT,
WORLD Write S T ODD 215C Shat
tuck Berkeley CA 94704
or see
TRAVEL AGENT
Need a ride from Los Altos Hills to
sis will share gas Now and neat
semester Call eve 940 9735 Heruyo

No rotund, on cancelled ads Print your ad here:
In r dog

2.50
3 00
3 50

It,1 4- San Fernando newt to Western Union Of f ice
I lietweihi 2iiil
101 I
’198 ti194

782151$4.2***19 4/419470494

,

4 lines
5 lines

’Oh 1 Stevens Creek Rd I at Lawrence Station Rd
.ic toss trot, F utiirarna Rovvl I 248 9858

322-2992

Doyle Street is one block west
of El Camino and Santa Cruz Ave.

HELP NEEDED: Students who wish
to earn 5100 500 per month part time
Call 253 6101

Lessons Reduced

for the First Month.

i

.11

Guitar, accou. or elec. Any model.
Amps & access Brand new whIs
15 per cent. Call Jim at 286.0667

1.50
2.00
2,50

V, hr. Private Guitar

*

*

1010
MENLO PARK,

CLASSIFIED RATES

SPECIAL!

:

RED BARN

WORKSHOP
HYPNOSIS
DOYLE ST. SUITE 11,

66’ VW GOOD CONDITION, Sun roof,
,ust tuned was 5990. now 5850. Call
John 7950709

Mb ’,Ali II,’

per month and im

You Can Learn To:

relax instantly
concentrate more effectively
reduce or elimirate pain
produce altered states of consciousness

Full or Part Time: Beauty Advisors
wanted to demonstrate cosmetics,
hair fashions. Give beauty shows In
homes, beauty shops. boutiques, etc
Work your own hours. Earn fr 5120
$1000 mo. Call 298 3571 for appt.

’SS Plymouth, Good Condition Radio,
heater. v 8 automatic SISO. Call Lynn
297 8150

!, FOLK GUITAR
i $4.00

!

At the Red Barn,
you get a Meal
That Fills The Bun

OLD PICKLE BARRELS $IO each.
call Larry after 3 at 2906659 or call
Lou at 295 9967

t"

*

McDonalds or Burger Chef

U.S. SURPLUS: Combat boots; Field
jackets Camping supplies, Navy Pea
Coats. Bell bottom pants (Denim .
Wool
Whites/S: London Bobby
Capes, S nisi, Leather Jackets. HIP.
PIE FASHIONS Furs & Leather.
JACK & PAT’S 3rd HAND STORE, 375
E Hedding St. S.4 Also: 7036 Thorn.
ton Ave Newark. 10 5 Mon. Thur. 10
6 Fri 8, Sat

$300 Per or., Male & Female Need
Money for food. rent, books, car? If
you are willing to work, we pay 310 hr.
After qualifying require care & neat
Wear Fuller Brush Co. 229 5513.

FOR SALE! 1500cc VW engine and
XTRASS200 CALL at 293 2757 ask for
Pat

*
i

RECORD & TAPE SALE! I have con
nections with a wholesaler and can
supply all the current LP records and
most tapes at 40 per cent discount. All
$S LP’s sell for $3.06: 56 LP’s for 53.62,
etc. All sales are on a special order
basis. Place your order by Tues., pick
up Fri. of the same week. We 9 a.m.
8 p m Mon Fri CALL for informs
ton, 298 0700 Ron 538 S. 8th IT’S
LEGIT Now taking orders for Christ.
mas

THE NEW TOWER iist .5 ,n the book
tort’ now von. professors
same

Tune.Ups any car w out air SIO or w
air 514
parts whls. Call Jim at
286 0667

largest Selection of Guitars in Town

SELF-HYPNOSIS

Seven Week Course-S30.00

’$6 R.E. Indian 750 cc. Rebuilt Engine
8. Transmiss,on Call 794 5280 Fan
tat,hc Barga.n,

FOR SALE - 4 650 13 Snow & Mud
Tires Good Cond Call Dan at 297 0273.
$40 or set

* NOW -RENT TO OWN
Aff COY

In 1952 the campus buildings
were
valued
at
$8,000,000. Today the figure
has increased to more than
$20,000,000.

You can register at one of the lecture demonstrations at 7:30 pm Jan. 13, 14, 15, & 23
Come and take the succeptability scale and
see what hypnosis is really like.

moUNTAINS. Dramatic 1100
hhnve CREEK among
stone fireplace
A Down payment,
,Xi 377 3061 BURT

VW REPAIR. New, Rebuilt or Used
Parts, Save Son Labor & Parts I will
buy your broken down or wrecked VW.
Herbert, 82 Goodyear, SJ, 292 3768

MARKET 8 POST STS
SAN JOSE

employment opportunity for
many students."

Spartan Daily Classifieds

AUTO/6011Y) 121

EVERY
FRI. & SAT
NIGHT
8:30 PM TO
1:30 AM

would be created." He said
the crowding of Washington
Square "was unavoidable
and that it was in the interest
of the college to remain
downtown in order to maintain close relations with the
community and to provide

/R. Cf.:\ It F.NCE H. SANDS 11 a.m. Morning Worship
6:30 p.m. -Evening Worship
Pasior
9:30 a.m.-Morning Seminar
BARRY KEISER
8:15 p.m. -Camaraderie
Minister to Collegians
Transportation available from campus

I II
i
A
9
al
9
4
9
94

which will undoubtedly fill
the requirenients of this
institution."
The "magnificent"
institution was soon inadequate for the ever-growing
student enrollment. During
the 1929-30 academic year,
more than 3,000 students
attended the college.
In 1932, SJS President Dr.
T.W. MacQuarrie stated that
"while the new buildings
would impair the open vistas
of the campus, new beauty
For the complete
collet.fiate experience
worship this Sunday at
First Baptist Church
SOO Ironwood Drive

it

DIXIELAND JAZZ
with the tike

shaken loose and the need for
a con. rate structure for the
11(ts Ile; student body was
,% knit
fur waiting," said SJS
Normal School president Dr.
Miti ris Elmer Dailey in his
opening speech at the
cornerstone -laying ceremonies itt 1909, "has been
done in temporary buildings
which were far from adequate for our needs. We now
have in sight a magnificent
new Normal School building,

F

41
9
i
I
al
9
9
.241b7e4:416:419.:.40:4/e:;4674/.:410:41.74P:40:41,;40:418.1.80:41.141.:.984.

ti

RED BARN HAMBURGERS
HAS
24% MORE BEEF THAN

21

.i(

is,

OCILIA11.,
DANCING
(imle
Y(55

Oriocci, lo a.tit., 15ec. room,
148 E. Williams. Snow trip
meeting.
Lutheran Campus Ministry and United Ministries, 6
p.m., Chapel of Reconciliation, 300 S. 10th. Community
Worship Celebration.
Seminar on Meaning, 9:45
p.m., The New Wineskin.
"What Does Discipleship
Mean for Jobs, for Patriotism?"
MONDAY
Chicano Journalism Society, 11 a.m., C.U. Pacheco
Room. Curriculum Discussion. All interested
Chicano Journalism students
invited.

Mt. 2C

ill

,altaltled
a
.1 fid (..,;(11(trItth

auno e and business it ."
’Dm young women needed "a
Hart’ sheltered en% I ronment.
he said. Lucky
enumerated social and
nun al assets the school
would bring to any eon).
triunity arid urged San Jose
as the permanent site of
California Normal School.
SariJose in 1070 was knots n
as the ’Etlen of California. filch a i th orchards and
vineyards,
flourishing
Foundries and flour mills,
five newspapers, and new
woolen factories, the city
was praised for its excelierit
school system.
TOWNE
A horsecar line ran to the
1.
TM( MAMMA AT NESTER
neighboring community of
297.3060
Santa Clara along a broad,
.3rd BIG WEEK.
tree-shaded street, The Alameda. Many of the city’s
Week -nights at 8PM
streets were broad and
Cont. Sun. from 1PM
macadamized.
The site
known
as
DISCOUNT ADM. $1.50
"Washington Square" was
chosen for the new campus
one
development. The new prowho WO/
perty -low and marshy land
with adobe soil -was in the rijilt
be the fame.
heart of the city. Normal
School was moved to its new
location in 1871.
The school’s first main
building in San Jose was
completed in 1876 at a cost or
$285,000. The three-story
CIKEMABURBAril
wooden structure’s archiMOORPARK AT BASCOM
tectural style was Roman,
295.7238
esque. Surmounted by a
Starts Jan 10 tower 150 feet high, the main
Nightly at 7:30
part of the building had a
S
frontage of 68 feet with a
Jean Renoir’s
depth of 160 feet. Its portico
1 1937 Masterpfecei
was supported by 10 Corinthian columns. The first floor
housed five classrooms.
office reception room, and
t
rooms for apparatus and
Alfred Hitchcock’s 119381
library. The second floor hail
’THE LADY VANISHES"
three large classrooms, a
music and museum room
(STUDENT ADP.1 ’SI 75)
and recitation rooms. Thi,

Spartag vide

I 250 Santa Clara
.

11,

111..lii

’

no

’11 Games Tournament
Featuring Repeaters

riDAY
Coffee
Wail
Jonah’s
House, 8 p.m_ 300 S. 10th
!it, bring your danc.nd music makers.
...gro flub, 7:30 p.m.,
i
105 filen Eyrie Ave. Election
for vacated offices. Preparation for ski trip.
SATURDAY
OASIS !speech Club) 7:30
p.m., Morris Dailey. A historical documentary film on
Vietnam entitled "In the
Year of the Pig." 50 cents
admission.
Jonah’s Wail, 8 p.m., Rom 1,.i boom night. Collages.
Eyes, paper airplanes,
.
si
club
Chinese
rtall

It

0111 r!
I , till.. I i

;

Fhosenals IT)
Services Ill
pogiocirtatioo (9)

(Count approximately 39 letters and spaces Tor each line)

Print Name

Pot,

Address

inclosed is $

City

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY 11110Elt, ON CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CIASMEIEEM
SAN IOU STATE COLLrE, CALIF.
115114
inlr,,ve alinw two nays sfter placing ad for 1) 10 appear

Dew

